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Logan Secrest
Professor Basham
University Experience
15 February 2015
Ted Talks Analysis
The Ted Talk that I chose to talk about is Shawn Achor’s The happy secret to better
work. The over all talk is about re organizing people’s idea of successful lives and happiness.
Achor begins the talk by giving a short story of him and his sister when they were young. He ties
this story into how we can use happiness; his sister had gotten hurt but instead of letting her cry
and be hurt he told her that no human could land like that and that she must be a unicorn. This
new idea that she wasn’t actually hurt but instead a unicorn. This idea leads his sister to not only
believe that she wasn’t hurt but also that she was a unicorn which made her happy. The next idea
he brings up is breaking the cult average. He says that doctors will mold data to the average and
if you fall under the average there must be something wrong with you. He then argues that if we
study the average, we will remain average. He wants to use positive psychology to not only study
the positive outliers but use those outliers to raise the entire average. Achor states that if we
change our lenses from negative to positive we will be able to be much more successful and
happy.
After he made his claim Achor went into describing his points; he stated that in today’s
world we consider our happiness to come from success but this is a losing battle. It is a losing
battle because when we are successful we want to be more successful, if we have good grades we
want better grades, if we go to a good school we want to go to a better school. The pattern will
go on and on and happiness will never be achieved. Achor proposes that we rethink how we see
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happiness; instead of only finding happiness from our success we use happiness to be successful.
He believes that if we start paying more attention to the good things around us we will be happy
and therefore more efficient and more successful.
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This entire encyclopedia covers all the topics with positive psychology. Just reading a few
entries from this book would allow a person to gain enough knowledge to understand this Ted
Talk better.
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